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The purpose of this study is to pick up “the critical theory of Culture”

from the idea of Culture (Kultur) in Kant’s philosophy. This study focus on

“Pedagogy” and “Religion within the limits of reason alone.”, which has argu-

mentative background in his own day. Because, these two books commonly

argued about the duality of Culture (Kultur). Culture is considered as a

requirement for the perfection of Education and the Symbol of the invisible

church (the company based on religion of reason), but at the same time,

Culture destroys the potentiality of it. This duality is caused by the order

reversal of Moral and Culture. In this point, We can find out the critical

theory of culture.

＊ ＊ ＊

Descartes claims that this piece of knowledge－ I am thinking, therefore

I exist― is the first and most certain of all to occur to anyone who philoso-

phizes in an orderly way. Until now various interpretations of this Cogito

problem have been made. In this paper I want to show that in order to
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discuss this problem, one must clarify Descartes’s concept of truth first, then

it can be understood that his claim is logically just. Descartes distinguishes

the meaning of truth and the criterion of truth and says that his criterion of

truth is a clear and distinct perception. And I think that he assumes the

meaning of truth to be immutableness in the past and present and future,

namely, the truth to be an immutable thing forever.

＊ ＊ ＊

This repot provides Plato’s main texts concerning his political Philoso-

phy, and my comments on it, especially on his idea of philosopher-king in

his later works.

I think that Plato continues to hold the idea and realization of philoso-

pher-king in his last years.

1. Plato’s political thought is thoroughly based on Socratic thought

that politics should aim at cultivating virtues of people.

2. The Republic describes a picture of the ideal of philosopher-king in

the context of the main theme of the work (What is justice?) and

need not to give an account of rule of law.

3. The Statesman explains the relations between the true statesman

(philosopher-king) and rule of law according to the main theme of

the work (What is a true statesman?), and (firstly in his works) a

basis of classification of politeia.

4. The Laws propose the model of particular and second best state

under rule of law, but in this work Plato doesn’t abandon the idea
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